ABSTRACT. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hubert space, S a right reversible semitopological semigroup, S" = {Tt:t € S} a continuous representation of S as Lipschitzian mappings on a closed convex subset C into C, and F(5") the set of common fixed points of mappings Tt, t € S. Then we deal with the existence of a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto F(S") such that PTt = TtP = P for each t & S and Px is contained in the closure of the convex hull of {Ttx: í G S} for each x 6 C.
Introduction.
Let C be a closed convex subset of a real Hubert space H and T be a mapping of C into itself. T is said to be a Lipschitzian mapping if for each n > 1 there exists a positive real number kn such that \\Tnx-Tny\\<kn\\x-y\\ for all x,y E C. A Lipschitzian mapping is said to be nonexpansive if kn = 1 for all n > 1 and asymptotically nonexpansive if limn fc" = 1, respectively. We denote by F(T) the set of fixed points of T. The first nonlinear ergodic theorem for nonexpansive mappings was established in 1975 by Bâillon [1] : Let C be a closed convex subset of a Hubert space and T be a nonexpansive mapping of C into itself. If the set F(T) is nonempty, then for each x EC, the Cesàro means 1 n-1
Sn(x) = -YdTkx n *-' fc=0 converge weakly to some y E F(T). In this case, putting y = Px for each x EC, P is a nonexpansive retraction of C onto F(T) such that PT = TP = P and Px E co{Tnx: n = 0,1,2,... } for each x EC, where coA is the closure of the convex hull of A. In [11 and 12] , Takahashi proved the existence of such a retraction-"ergodic retraction"-for an amenable and a right reversible semigroup of nonexpansive mappings in a Hilbert space. On the other hand, Hirano and Takahashi [4] proved the Cesàro means for asymptotically nonexpansive mappings converge weakly to a fixed point.
In this paper, we deal with the existence of "ergodic retraction" for a right reversible semigroup of Lipschitzian mappings; that is, we prove a nonlinear ergodic theorem for such a semigroup in a Hilbert space. This theorem is a generalization of the result [4, 12] . Furthermore, we prove a weak convergence theorem which is similar to that of [7, 9] . 2 . Nonlinear ergodic theorem. Let S be a semitopological semigroup, i.e., S is a semigroup with a Hausdorff topology such that for each a E S the mappings s -* a ■ s and s -+ s ■ a from S to S are continuous. Let C be a nonempty closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H. Then a family S? = {Tt: t E S} of mappings from C into itself is said to be a Lipschitzian semigroup on C if S? satisfies the following:
(1) Tt3(x) = TtTs(x) for t, s E S and x E C; (2) the mapping (s,x) -* Ts(x) from S x C into C is continuous when S x C has the product topology; (3) for each s E S, there exists ks > 0 such that ||Ts(a;) -Ts(t/)|| < ks\\x -y\\ for x,y EC. A semitopological semigroup S is right reversible if any two closed left ideals of S have nonvoid intersection. In this case, (S, <) is a directed system when the binary relation "<" on S is defined by a < b if and only if {o} U Sa 2 {b} U Sb.
Let F(S?) denote the set {x E C: Tsx = x for all s E S} of common fixed points of mappings Ts, s E S in C (fixed point theorems for Lipschitzian semigroups were proved in [6, 3] ). Then we have the following: THEOREM 1. Let C be a closed convex subset of a real Hilbert space H and let S be a right reversible semitopological semigroup. Let S? = {Tt:t E S} be a Lipschitzian semigroup on C with limsupsfcs < 1. Then F(S^) is a closed convex subset of C.
PROOF. Closedness of F(S?) is obvious. To show convexity it is sufficient to prove that z = (x + y)/2 E F(S") for all x, y E F(SeP). We have \\Ttz -x\]2 = \\Ttz -Ttx\? < k2\\z -x\\2 = ±k2\\x -y\\2 and ||Tt* -y\\2 = \\Ttz -Tty\\2 < k2\\z -y\\2 = ±fc2||x -y\]2.
and hence limt ||Tt2 -z\\ = 0. Therefore we obtain z = limTtz = limTstz = limTsTtz = Ts limTtz = Tsz t t t t for all sES.
Let {xa:a E A} be a bounded net of a Hilbert space H and let C be a closed convex subset of H. Then we define r(x) = lim sup ||xQ -x|| and r = inf{r(x):x E C}.
ß<a
It is well known that there exists a unique element a E C with r(a) = r, called the asymptotic center of {xa: a E A} in C. A useful lemma is a result proved in [5] , which we state here as: LEMMA l. r2 + ||a -x||2 < r(x)2 for every x EC.
As a consequence, we have the following.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use LEMMA 2 (LIM [8] ). Let {yß} be a net of C such that limsup^ r(yp) < r. Then yß -> a. PROOF . By Lemma 1, we have r2 + ]\a -yß\\2 < r(yß)2 and hence r2 + limsup||a -yß\\2 < lim sup r^)2 < r2. ß ß
Therefore we have limsup^ ||a -yß\\2 =0 and this implies yß -► a. We also know that if {xa} Ç C and if {xa} converges weakly to y E C then y = a [2, Theorem 4.2]. Let Q be the metric projection of H onto F(S?). Then, by Phelps [10] , Q is nonexpansive.
Before proving a nonlinear ergodic theorem, we prove the following crucial lemma. (a) nsG.s co{Ttx: t > s} n F(S?) / 0 for each xEC.
(b) There is a nonexpansive retraction P of C onto F(S?) such that PTt = TtP = P for every t E S and Px E oe{Ttx: t E S} for every x EC.
PROOF. (b)=>(a). Let xEC. Then Px E F(5?). Also
PxE \]co{Ttx:t>s}. This inequality implies ||z -u||2 < e. Since e is arbitrary, we have z = u. Therefore p| cô{Ttx: t > s} n F{&) = {z}. for every x,y EC, it follows that P is nonexpansive. We now turn to consider the weak convergence of {Tsx: s E S} and obtain the results similar to these of Lau [7] and Passty [9] . We denote by u(x) the set of all weak limit points of subnets of the net {Tsx:s E S}. Note that if F(S?) is nonempty then {Tsx: s € 5} is bounded and hence ui(x) is nonempty. We start with proving the following lemma. Since £ is arbitrary, we have limsup||TSax-Tty|| < fctlimsup||TSax-y||.
On the other hand, since y is the asymptotic center of {TSax} in C we obtain limsupr(Tt2/) < I limsupfct )r(y) < r and hence Tty -> y. Therefore we have y E F(S?).
REMARK. Let 7 be a positive real number and let 5? = {Tt:t E S} be a
Lipschitzian semigroup with limsupsfcs < -7. Then, putting k's = supt>skt, we have \\Tsx -Tsy\\ < kB\\x -2/11 < supfciHx -2/11 = k's\\x -y\\ t>s and lims k's = limsups ks. Hence S? is a Lipschitzian semigroup with lims k's < 7.
